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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Triangle Rock Products, LLC operates the Sacramento Aggregate mine and processing plant located at
11501 Florin Road in Sacramento County, California. Vulcan Materials Company (Vulcan) purchased the
151‐acre parcel (referred to as the Carli parcel) west of the current mining operation and has submitted
an application to the County to expand the mining operation and amend the Reclamation Plan to include
the Carli parcel (see Figures 1 and 2). Sespe Consulting, Inc. (Sespe) has prepared this Flood and Drainage
Report on behalf of Vulcan, to identify potential hydrologic impacts from this proposed expansion of the
Sacramento Aggregates mine (Project). The 140‐acre Carli expansion site, located immediately west of
Sacramento Aggregates existing processing facility, would provide an estimated 10 million tons of
additional aggregates reserves. The Project would move existing excavation pit operations to this adjacent
area. The approved production rates stipulated in the existing use permit for the Sacramento Aggregate
mining operation would not change.

2.0

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The proposed Carli expansion would cover 140 acres of the 151‐acre parcel (see Figure 3). The Project
area would be used for extracting aggregate reserves and include an asphalt and concrete recycle plant;
no changes to the existing aggregate processing plant or processing and production rates would be
required for the Project. Mining (extraction of the aggregate material) activities currently being conducted
in the previously approved expansion area south of Florin Road (Phase E) will be completed prior to
starting the material extraction at the Project site.
Mined aggregate would be transferred from the expansion area to the existing processing plant (located
east of the Project site in Phase X) via a conveyor system.
2.1

Sacramento Aggregates Mining and Processing Operations

Vulcan’s Sacramento Aggregate mine and processing plant has been permitted for extraction and
processing of aggregates since 1996. The mining and processing operations have been operating under
the authority of Use Permit (Control #01‐ZGB‐UPB‐0107) and the approved Reclamation Plan (CA Mine ID
#91‐34‐0038). In February 2009, Use Permit (Control #2007‐CZB‐UPB‐REB‐00397) was approved and the
Reclamation Plan was revised to include a 98‐acre expansion south of Florin Road. Vulcan is currently
requesting an additional expansion to the west / southwest of the processing plant, referred to as the
Carli expansion, which is the proposed Project being addressed in this report.
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Description of Pre‐Project Carli Expansion Study Area

Vulcan purchased the 151‐acre parcel immediately west of the current mining operation and is preparing
an application to the County to expand the mining operation and amend the Reclamation Plan to include
the Carli expansion site. The proposed Carli expansion would cover 140 acres of the 151‐acre property
and provide an estimated 10 million tons of reserves over 10 years (see Figure 3).
The Carli expansion area is bordered to the north and east by the existing Sacramento Aggregate mine
site, to the south by Florin Road, and to the west by Eagles Nest Road. Existing topography of the site is
gentle with the site sloping primarily north to south‐southeast, except for the southwestern portion of
the site, which slopes to the southwest.
The undeveloped areas of the Project site are primarily non‐native and native grasslands. Potential
seasonal marshes/wetlands are located in the southeast corner of the parcel where the Project site is
located. Disturbance of this area is not included as part of the Project. The topography of the site is gentle
with the site sloping primarily north to south‐southeast, except for the southwestern portion of the site
that slopes to the southwest. Surface runoff from the study area primarily leaves the site via a 36”
concrete culvert that carries water south under Florin Road and discharges to the adjacent property to
the south. Minor amounts of surface runoff from the site collect in earthen swales along Eagles Nest Road.
The earthen swales eventually discharge water to the adjacent property to the west via two (2) 24” CMP
culverts under the road.
A commercial composting operation is located in the northeastern portion of the site. It is anticipated that
this operation will continue until the final phase of the mining. The surrounding land uses consist of
Vulcan’s current aggregate operations, the composting operations, cattle, horse, and sheep grazing,
farmland, and several farm residences.
2.3

Mining Plan

The Carli expansion would be mined in phases, starting in the northern portion of the site, extending south
down and around the existing composting facility and then to the east and finally back up towards the
northeast to excavate the area currently occupied by the composting operation.
The proposed excavation setbacks will be the same as for the existing permitted operations and include
the following:
‐ 30 feet from the Florin Road right‐of‐way; and
‐ 30 feet from the Eagles Nest Road right‐of‐way.
Overburden material would be removed in phases to expose the aggregate resources. Ground surface
elevation at the site ranges from 114 to 130 feet above mean sea level (amsl), and aggregate would be
mined to an estimated depth of 70 to 75 feet below existing grade (see Figure 5).
2.4

Reclamation

The bottom of the excavation would be backfilled with roughly 40 feet of overburden and reclaimed back
to approximately 36 feet below the original grade (see Figure 6).
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Reclamation of the Project site is designed to complement the reclamation currently approved for the
existing phases of the mining operation. The planned end use of the site is open space and grazing.

3.0

EXISTING SETTING

3.1

Laguna Creek Watershed

The Sacramento Aggregates mining and processing operation lies within the Laguna Creek watershed (See
Figure 4). Laguna Creek is an intermittent stream, generally dry during the summer and fall months, which
primarily supports fresh water marshes. Laguna Creek eventually joins Morrison Creek approximately 12
miles southwest of the Vulcan property, which then flows through the Sacramento Delta to the San
Francisco Bay. The Folsom South Canal, a man‐made water conveyance facility operated by the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation, parallels the eastern boundary of the Sacramento Aggregates operations but is
not hydrologically connected to the mining operation areas.
According to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs),
the Project site is not within a federally designated floodplain. Full‐scale sections of the FIRMs that include
the Project area are provided in Appendix 2.
3.2

Seasonal Marshes

Potential seasonal marshes/wetlands located on the southeastern portion of the property, adjacent to
the Project site’s southeastern boundary and just north of Florin Road, appear to be supported by natural
surface runoff from the site. Mining operations may result in the reduction in surface runoff flow to the
potential seasonal wetlands. The potential wetland area will not be mined or disturbed and has been
removed from the active mining area in the mine plan, as shown in Figure 3.
4.0

METHODOLOGY

This report relied largely on drainage and flood report data previously completed by West Yost Associates
in May 2007 (2007 drainage report) for the Vulcan expansion south of Florin road (Expansion E). The 2007
drainage report required as intensive study due to the 2009 expansion’s proximity to Laguna Creek and
location within the floodplain. The 2007 drainage report analyzed flows in Laguna Creek using the US Army
Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering Center's River Analysis System (HEC‐RAS) computer model.
Sacramento County’s Water Resources Division developed an unsteady flow model using HEC‐RAS and its
pre‐processor, Sacramento County Hydrologic Calculator (SacCalc), to develop hydrologic input to the
existing HEC‐1 model.
The drainage and flood report for the Expansion E included mitigation measures for flood waters from
Laguna Creek since the area was within the models 100‐year floodplain. The complete 2007 drainage
study for Expansion E can be found in Appendix 4.
The Carli expansion does not lie within the FEMA 100‐year floodplain, and is not expected to receive
significant local runoff from the surrounding properties due to the existing topography and surrounding
land uses. The existing Sacramento Aggregates mine to the north and east, Florin Road to the south, and
Eagles Nest Road to the west of the Project obstruct run on flows from the surrounding properties.
Therefore, the Project will ultimately result in the reduction of runoff from the study area due to the large
storage capacity of the mining pits.
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The analyses conducted for this study assess the possible Project impacts by quantifying the potential
surface flows from the existing site (pre‐Project), total storage capacity required for on‐site rainfall as
required by the Surface Mining and Reclamation Act (SMARA), and the post‐Project effects on surrounding
water bodies (Laguna Creek).
The maximum potential surface flow from the study area in the existing condition was calculated using
the County SacCalc program’s Nolte method. Precipitation values used to calculate the necessary storage
capacity for on‐site rainfall were generated from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) Atlas 14, Volume 6, Version 2, Precipitation Frequency Data Server (PFDS). Due to the large
storage capacity of the mining pits that will capture and infiltrate on‐site rainfall, post‐Project analysis is
not necessary since discharges from the site will be eliminated.
5.0

HYDROLOGY

The hydrology of the Project’s study area (Carli parcel) is comprised of on‐site rainfall and potential
seasonal marsh/wetlands. Historical aerial photography suggests that low and moderate rain event flows
rarely discharge to Laguna Creek and are captured in low areas, existing water supply retention basins, or
seasonal marshes. During larger storm events, the majority of the runoff from the Project area generally
flows to the south and spills into low‐lying areas on the adjacent property, south of Florin Road. To analyze
the effects of the Project on Laguna Creek, this report assumes that the Project site currently drains
indirectly to the creek via sheet flow through the adjacent property.
5.1

On‐Site Hydrology

The Project site is not expected to receive significant local runoff from the surrounding properties due to
the existing topography and surrounding land uses. The existing Sacramento Aggregates mine site borders
the Carli expansion to the north and east. Historic mine pits, silt ponds, and detention basins on the
existing mine site are adequate to contain the on‐site rainfall and flood flows (as described in the 2007
drainage report). Florin Road to the south and Eagles Nest Road to the west of the Project obstruct run
on flows from the surrounding properties. Earthen swales that run adjacent to these roads capture water
and prevent flows from crossing the roads and entering the Project area.
The mining Project will ultimately result in the reduction of runoff from the study area. A SacCalc model
for the existing site conditions was prepared to calculate the estimate maximum pre‐Project runoff flow
from the site. At the completion of mining and post‐reclamation, the Project area will result in a lowered
pit that will retain all on‐site rainfall (see Figures 5 and 6).
The SacCalc model used for the existing site conditions assumes that the Carli expansion area is comprised
of one (1) subwatershed that drains to the property south of the project site via the culvert under Florin
Road. This is a conservative assumption, as the Project area likely maintains most of the surface water on‐
site and the southwestern portion of the site drains to the west. Table 1 displays the SacCalc model inputs
and computed peak flows from the Project site and Laguna Creek.
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Table 1: Carli Expansion Hydrologic Data, Pre‐Project

Sub‐
shed

Area
(acres)

Percent
Impervious
(%)A

Nolte
Hydrologic
Zone

CARLI

153.0

20

3

Project
Existing
Condition Peak
Flow (cfs)B
60.90

Laguna Creek
Peak Flow, 10‐
year Frequency
(cfs)C
1,100

Computed
Laguna Creek
Flow Post‐Mining
(cfs)
1,039.1

A

Lowest percent available for Nolte Method; use for rural, low density land (City and County of Sacramento
Drainage Manual, Volume 2, Page 2‐5).
B
Nolte method design frequency based on size of drainage, greater than 100 acres uses 5‐10 year recurrence
interval (City and County of Sacramento Drainage Manual, Volume 2, Page 2‐5).
C
Laguna Creek peak flow at Florin Road for 10‐year recurrence frequency (West Yost Associates 2007 Drainage
and Flood Report, Page 3‐3).

During mining and post‐mining, on‐site rainfall will not flow from the Project area (see Section 6.0).
Therefore, the computed post‐Project Laguna Creek 10‐year peak flow is the existing pre‐Project Laguna
Creek peak flow less the existing pre‐Project existing condition peak flow.
Post‐Project analysis of the Project site is not necessary due to the large storage capacity of the mining
pits that will capture on‐site rainfall and prevent surface water discharges from the site.
5.1.1

SMARA Requirements

SMARA regulations require surface mining and reclamation activities to be conducted in such a way to
protect both on‐site and downstream beneficial uses of water. In addition, erosion and sedimentation
control is necessary during all phases of construction, operation, reclamation, and final closure of the
mine. Erosion control methods on site must be designed to handle runoff from not less than the 20‐
year, 1‐hour storm. The NOAA PFDS estimate for a 25‐year, 1‐hour storm is 0.837 inches. Therefore, the
total volume of rainwater that falls on the Project area in the design storm is 9.8 acre‐feet.
5.2

Flood Waters from Laguna Creek

Previous analysis on the Laguna Creek channel in the 2007 drainage report for Expansion E included
modeling of the existing 100‐year floodplain, during‐mining mitigation measures, and post‐mining
mitigation measures. Mining on the Carli expansion will not commence until the completion of mining
activities on the expansion area south of Florin Road (Expansion/Phase E). Mitigation measures detailed
in the 2007 drainage include temporary flood diversion berms along the western and southern top‐of‐
slope of the Phase E pit, and installation of a temporary detention basin and side channel weir structure
to prevent the expansion of the floodplain onto adjacent properties. The specified weir crest elevation is
111.0 feet amsl. Visual inspection of the current site conditions indicated that these measures are already
in place.
The 2007 drainage report also includes post‐mining mitigation, which includes installation of a side
channel weir to divert peak flows from Laguna Creek to the southernmost pit (Phase E). The specified weir
crest elevation for post‐mining flooding mitigation is 107.8 feet amsl.
With either of the proposed mitigations in place (during‐mining or post‐mining), flood waters from Laguna
Creek are not expected to impact the Carli expansion area. Based on the topographic data, the lowest
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elevation contour for the Project area is 114 amsl. Conservatively assuming that the higher weir crest
elevation controls the 100‐year flood water surface elevation (111.0 feet), the Project site is not expected
to be affected by flood water from Laguna Creek due to its elevation.
The 2007 drainage study based 100‐year flood elevations off of HEC‐RAS modeling data since FEMA flood
maps (FIRMs) were not available for the expansion area at the time of the report. According to the
published FEMA maps that are now available, the site is not within a federally designated floodplain. Full‐
scale sections of the FIRMs that show the Project area are provided in Appendix 2.

6.0

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

The implementation of the Carli mining expansion Project, as described in this report, is not expected to
cause any adverse effects on the physical Laguna Creek or its floodplain, adjacent properties, or the
drainage within the study area.
6.1

Potential Impacts to Laguna Creek and the Laguna Creek Floodplain

No direct encroachment into the creek or existing floodplain is planned during the Carli expansion Project.
The current approved mining and reclamation plan for the Sacramento Aggregates mining operations
include existing and future measures that mitigate for the loss of natural floodplain storage by the
previous expansion.
There will be no need for additional mitigation work affecting the creek or floodplain upstream or
downstream of the site as a result of this Project.
6.2

Potential Impacts on the Project Site Drainage

Local drainage within the mining operation will be collected in the excavated pits and will not be released
to the creek. If necessary, storm water collected on the project site will be pumped to the existing settling
ponds on the Sacramento Aggregates processing area adjacent to the Project area. Post‐reclamation, the
bottom of the excavation will temporarily retain all storm water from direct rainfall on‐site and may result
in the development of seasonal marshes in the low areas of the Project site. Outside of the Project area,
land will drain to the creek as it does at present.
However, during the initial phases of the mining plan (overburden removal), the ground disturbance
activities have the potential contribute sediment to surface water flows from the site. To ensure that the
Project does not deteriorate the downstream or off‐site water quality, the following Mitigation Measure
HW‐1 is recommended.
Mitigation Measure HW‐1:
Prior to ground preparation (overburden removal) activities, a minimum 3‐foot tall temporary
earthen berm shall be constructed along the western and southern border of the expansion
boundary. The temporary berm shall remain in place until (1) the mining pit is large enough to
hold 9.8 acre‐feet of water and (2) areas disturbed as part of the mining expansion are graded to
drain to the pit bottom.
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The approximate location of the berm described in HW‐1 is illustrated on Figure 7 in Appendix 1.

7.0

REFERENCES

Sacramento County Water Resources Division and the City of Sacramento Department of Utilities Division
of Engineering Services. Sacramento City / County Drainage Manual, Volume 2: Hydrology Standards.
December 1996 (Updated October 2006).
West Yost Associates Consulting Engineers. Sacramento Aggregates Expansion Flood and Drainage Report
(May 2007). Prepared for Triangle Rock Products, Inc.
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CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW
SACRAMENTO AGGREGATES MINING AREA
Triangle Rock Products Inc. (Triangle) operates its current Sacramento Aggregates mining facility on
248 acres located in Sacramento County south of Jackson Highway and west of Sunrise Boulevard
and the Folsom South Canal, Figure 1. Triangle has mined this area since 1997. The mining area,
Figure 2, includes an aggregate processing plant, material stockpiles, office, mining excavation pits,
access roads, and settling ponds. The entrance to the facilities is from Florin Road. Trucks travel
north from Florin Road to the loading area and scales, returning to Florin Road. Materials processed
at the plant are used at construction sites throughout the region.
Triangle is planning to expand the mining operation onto approximately 100 acres of a 125 acre
parcel located immediately south of Florin Road, Figure 2. A drainage study was conducted by
West Yost Associates (WYA) for Triangle to identify flood and drainage issues, determine the
impact of the proposed expansion on Laguna Creek and recommend actions to be implemented to
protect the project site and the Laguna Creek corridor during mining and following reclamation.
LAGUNA CREEK WATERSHED
The Sacramento Aggregates existing and proposed mining area is bisected by Laguna Creek, one of
Sacramento County’s major streams and part of the Morrison Creek Stream Group. The Laguna
Creek watershed extends from eastern Sacramento County and flows southwest and west to its
confluence with Morrison Creek 21 miles downstream, draining a watershed of 48 square miles,
Figure 3.
The mining area lies in the upper reach of Laguna Creek, about 6 miles downstream of its
headwaters. The watershed has a drainage area of 5,536 acres upstream of Jackson Highway, the
northern boundary of the Sacramento Aggregates property. After leaving the Sacramento Aggregates
site, Laguna Creek flows 14 miles downstream joining with Morrison Creek immediately upstream
of upper Beach Lake. The combined flow passes through lower Beach Lake and the Stone Lake
system before entering sloughs and outflowing to the Sacramento River.
The Laguna Creek watershed has been the subject of a number of studies over the past
forty years. County of Sacramento policies regarding treatment of natural creeks have changed
over this time to reflect changing public attitudes about creeks, open space, recreation and water
quality and rapid downstream development in the County in Elk Grove and in Sacramento.
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DRAINAGE STUDY METHODOLOGY
The Sacramento Aggregates Expansion Flood and Drainage Study relied largely on work
previously completed by Sacramento County’s Water Resources Division. Over the years,
Laguna Creek was analyzed using the Corps of Engineers computer model HEC-1 for hydrology
and HEC-2 for the creek hydraulic analysis. With the advent of the HEC-RAS model, the
Laguna Creek analyses were updated to RAS. After the watershed plan was modified to include
detention storage in upper Laguna Creek, an unsteady flow model was developed by the County
using the UNET computer program. The County has more recently developed an unsteady flow
model using HEC-RAS with its new pre-processor, SacCalc, to develop hydrologic input to the
HEC-1 model. Computed hydrographs are stored as DSS files for easy viewing and use.
The present analysis uses the County SacCalc / HEC-1 model for hydrology and a modified
County HEC-RAS unsteady flow model for creek hydraulics. All files are written to DSS.
Models were modified to reflect local conditions, compute results at additional locations,
analyze alternative berm locations and evaluate side channel weir/detention basin options.
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CHAPTER 2. DESCRIPTION OF
EXPANSION STUDY AREA
The Sacramento Aggregates expansion study area (study area) is a 125 acre parcel south of the
existing facility, Figure 4. The mining expansion site (project site) includes approximately 100 acres
of the study area. The project site’s eastern boundary is the Folsom South Canal property and the
western boundary is 50 feet east of the eastern top bank of Laguna Creek. The remainder of the study
area, the western 25 acres, will be preserved as native habitat, including Laguna Creek, the 50 feet
east of the eastern top bank of Laguna Creek, and the property west of Laguna Creek.
The study area is rectangular in shape and lies adjacent to the west slope of the Folsom South
Canal. At the present time, the only use of the land is for cattle grazing. Land generally slopes
south and southwest toward Laguna Creek. A low area or swale traverses the site from northeast
to southwest draining most of the site. Low areas adjacent to the south property line collect
runoff before it drains to the creek via two pipes in the bank of the creek. Elevations range from
114 feet along Florin Road to 107 feet in the lower land near the south property line.
Laguna Creek passes under Florin Road and enters the study area. The creek turns west and then
with a 90 degree bend, turns and flows south through the study area. After leaving the study area,
Laguna Creek turns toward the west, crosses Eagles Nest Road and continues downstream.
Land west of the creek drains to the creek with a gentle, flat slope. All of the site shows signs of
frequent shallow flooding from overbank creek flows. A fairly sizable area east of the Folsom
South Canal drains west through four 48 inch diameter pipes into the property south of the study
area, Figure 4, and continues on to the creek. Field investigation shows that during high runoff
events, water spills from the south into low areas on the project site.
PROPOSED PROJECT
Mine Plan
The project site will be mined in three (3) phases, Figure 5. The first phase will begin in the west
half of the site mining from the north to southern third of the site. The second phase will be the
east half of the site mining from the north to southern third of the site. The third phase will be the
southern third of the site.
An estimated 20 feet of overburden will be removed in phases to expose the aggregate. The
overburden will be saved for use in reclamation. Aggregate will be mined to an estimated depth
of approximately 75 feet in three phases. Excavation setbacks include the following:
•

50 feet east of the eastern top bank of Laguna Creek

•

30 feet from Florin Road right-of-way

•

5 feet from the east property line (approximately 85 feet from the Folsom South Canal)

•

5 feet from south property line
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Aggregate will be mined from the project site using existing equipment, including a hydraulic
excavator and a front-loader. Excavated aggregate will be transported to an extendable pit
conveyor by existing haul trucks and conveyed north to the existing processing plant via a
conveyor tunnel to be constructed under Florin Road.
Reclamation Plan
The mined area will be reclaimed only to include the following:
•

Florin Road: Overburden will be backfilled to create final undulating slopes between
1.5:1 and 2:1 (horizontal:vertical). The backfill material will be compacted to at least
90 percent.

•

East Property Line (adjacent to Folsom South Canal): Overburden will be
backfilled to approximate original grade a distance of 20 feet from excavation cut for
a final reclaimed setback of 25 feet from the property line (approximately 105 feet
from Folsom South Canal). The backfill material will be compacted to at least 90
percent with final undulating slopes between 1.5:1 and 2:1.

•

South Property Line: Overburden will be backfilled to original grade a distance of
20 feet from excavation cut for a final reclaimed setback of 25 feet from the property
line. Final reclaimed slopes will undulate with slopes between 1.5:1 and 2:1.

•

Laguna Creek Corridor: The existing Laguna Creek Corridor Preserve north of
Florin Road will be extended south adjacent to the expansion site. An expanded creek
corridor with an approximate, average width of 600 feet will be created including
approximately 250 feet to be preserved west of the creek and approximately 350 feet
to be enhanced east of the creek, Figure 6. The existing narrow creek channel will be
widened to create emergent wetland where none currently exists as mitigation for
wetlands to be removed from the expansion site during mining. In addition to the
existing low-flow channel, a new, meandering, low-channel will be created matching
the elevation of the existing low-flow channel which will remain in its current
location. The system of proposed terraces between the bank and channel invert will
provide a channel with an increased and varying flow area. Hydraulic grade lines will
be maintained similar to present conditions so as not to negatively impact the creek
downstream or upstream and assure that water levels are maintained in the Laguna
Creek corridor upstream of Florin Road
Overburden will be used to fill the portion of the mined area within the expanded
corridor to form a riparian terrace to be vegetated with native plants. A public trail
will constructed along the east edge of the corridor as an extension of the trail to be
built north of Florin Road under the existing approved reclamation plan resulting in a
continuous mile long creek trail.
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A permanent flood control berm, two (2) feet higher than the computed 100-year water
surface profile, will be constructed along the east edge of the reclaimed setback and along
the western portion of the south property line. The berms, 12 feet wide at the top, will be
constructed of overburden compacted to 90% and planted with native and erosion control
grasses. Upon completion of excavation and the final sloping and reclamation of the
expansion site, a side channel weir structure will be constructed just south of where the
creek turns 90 degrees to the south. The weir height and length will be designed to divert
the same volume of flood water that currently overflows onto the expansion site during
various flood events. The resulting floodplain on adjoining properties following
reclamation would be the same as experienced under pre-project conditions. Final
reclaimed slopes east of the berm will be compacted to at least 90 percent and will
undulate with slopes between 1.5:1 and 2:1.
•

Reclaimed End Use: The bottom of the excavation will slope to the southwest due to
the natural depth of the aggregate deposit. Approximately three (3) feet of overburden
will be backfilled on the bottom and the expansion site will be returned to grazing
land at an elevation approximately 70 feet lower than the existing ground surface. The
bottom and banks will be planted with seasonal, native and erosion control grasses for
grazing and wildlife habitat. Seasonal marsh will also develop in the southwestern
corner of the bottom where on-site storm water will drain.
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CHAPTER 3. HYDROLOGY
The hydrology of the study area comprises the Laguna Creek watershed, on-site rainfall,
seasonal marsh and wetlands, runoff to Laguna Creek and flooding from property to the south
that spills into low lying areas adjacent to the south property boundary.
The study area lies within the Upper Laguna Creek watershed. The study area is at the lower end
of a sub-shed of 11.4 square miles comprised primarily of open space. Ground elevations range
from 123 feet in the headwaters to 110 feet in the study area.
The latest County analysis of upper Laguna Creek used the SacCalc preprocessor to develop
input to the HEC-1 computer model. WYA obtained these models and made small modifications
to allow computation points at locations needed for this study.
The SacCalc model schematic for Laguna Creek in the vicinity of the study area is shown in
Figure 7. Modifications were made to the County model to allow computation of runoff through
the study area. Subsheds and computational nodes in the modified County hydrologic model are
described in Table 1.
Table 1. Model Sub-sheds
LCR4

Routed Laguna Creek flow crossing the Folsom South Canal and
Sunrise Boulevard.

LC21

Total runoff from Sacramento Aggregates north of Florin Road.

LCC3A
LC22
LC22A
LC23

LCC3C
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Total Laguna Creek flow at Florin Road.
Total runoff from expansion study area (portion of County LC22
sub-shed).
Remaining portion of County LC22 sub-shed.
Sub-shed east of Folsom South Canal that drains to Laguna Creek
through the parcel south of the study area along the study area
south property line.
Total flow at south boundary of the study area.
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Data for the study area vicinity sub-sheds as input to the SacCalc program are shown in Table 2.
Input for the HEC-1 program using the Sacramento Method methodology was developed by
Sacramento County. Computed hydrographs were saved as DSS files for ease of viewing and use
in further analysis.
Table 2. Sub-shed Hydrologic Data

Sub-shed

Area, acres

Flow Length,
feet

Flow Length to
Centroid, feet

LC22

108

3,200

2,125

.0039

LC22A

86

3,634

2,412

.00390

LC23

649

6,289

3,451

.0061

Slope, foot/feet

The computed Laguna Creek peak flows through the Sacramento Aggregates expansion area
with existing conditions are shown in Table 3 and an existing conditions Laguna Creek 100-year
runoff hydrograph is shown on Figure 8.
Table 3. Laguna Creek – Peak Flow – Frequency at Florin Road
Frequency

Peak Flow

10-year

1,100 cfs

50-year

1,660 cfs

100-year

1,810 cfs

500-year

2,500 cfs

FLOOD WATERS FROM LAGUNA CREEK
The most recent major storm to impact the study area occurred on New Years Eve 2005-2006.
Rainfall was moderately intense throughout most of Sacramento County with some pockets of
rainfall with recurrence intervals of up to 50-years. In the vicinity of the Sacramento Aggregates
expansion site the rainfall gage to the west along Laguna Creek at Eagles Nest Road recorded
2.48 inches of rain in a 12 hour period. This storm was estimated to be approximately a 20 year
rainfall event.
Applying this rainfall depth to the Laguna Creek models used for the study area gives a peak
Laguna Creek runoff of 1,440 cfs, a flow that results in overbank flow covering much of the
project site. The areal extent of flooding was about 80 percent of the 100-year floodplain with a
depth of usually less than a foot.
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ON-SITE HYDROLOGY
The hydrology of the study area is affected only by rainfall. Other than Laguna Creek flowing
through the study area and some occasional spill from flooding of the land to the south, all of the
runoff from the study area originates on-site from direct rainfall.
The study area topography slopes toward the southwest draining into the creek. A small swale
about 2,000 feet long, begins on the eastern portion of the project site about halfway between the
southern boundary and Florin Road. The swale is small and carries low and moderate runoff to
the low area near the southern boundary. During any significant rainfall, the swale is inundated
and runoff becomes sheet flow south and southwest across the project site.
The project site generates about 124 cfs during a 100-year event. In a 10-year runoff, about 70 cfs
enters Laguna Creek from the site via two existing pipes or as overflow to the creek.
FLOOD WATERS FROM THE SOUTH
The ponds along the western half of the south boundary of the project site collect most of the
runoff from the project site and drain west to Laguna Creek via the two pipes, with the pond
bottoms eventually drying by evaporation.
There is visual evidence that during large runoff events, some flow from land south of the project site
may spill across into the low area along the project site south property boundary. Runoff from a
650 acre parcel east of Sunrise Boulevard passes under the Folsom South Canal in four – 48 inch
diameter concrete pipes south of the project site. The total estimated flow that crosses from that
sub-shed to Laguna Creek south of the project site, Figure 9, is 490 cfs. Based on the site topography,
the 100-year flow into the project site from this area was estimated to be about 160 cfs. This flow
could result in a volume of 50 acre feet in a 100-year event and 10 acre feet in a moderate 10-year
event. A smaller storm runoff, such as a mean annual event, would likely result in a peak flow of
20 cfs and a volume of 2 acre feet crossing the property line into the project site.
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CHAPTER 4. HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS OF THE
STUDY AREA
Laguna Creek enters the existing Sacramento Aggregates site after crossing Jackson Highway
and the Folsom South Canal. The creek passes through an area that has been mined extensively.
Throughout the mining activities, Laguna Creek has been protected and continues to flow in its
recent historical alignment. The Laguna Creek corridor within the Triangle Rock mining area
north of Florin Road is the Triangle Rock Laguna Creek Corridor Preserve. The preserve
includes the creek and its overbank area and ranges from 350 to 700 feet wide.
The creek through the expansion site is a fairly stable channel averaging about 35 feet wide and
5 feet deep. At normal flows, there is little evidence of significant erosion and deposition. Even
at flood flows, the creek has maintained its straight alignment with minimal erosion. Physical
changes have been observed where cattle have crossed or walked in the creek bed.
Sacramento County has conducted several hydrologic and hydraulic studies in the Laguna Creek
watershed. Key among them is the Upper Laguna Creek Drainage Master Plan that was last
updated in 1997. A number of hydrologic and hydraulic models have been developed by the
County and the Corps of Engineers including the present SacCalc/HEC-1 and HEC-RAS models
that were used as the basis for this study.
The hydraulic analysis investigated flows in Laguna Creek as the creek flows along the western
edge of the proposed mining area and runoff within the project site. The analysis also considered
off-site drainage entering the project site. The Sacramento Aggregates site is in the Upper
Laguna Creek Study Area and has been included in a number of Upper Laguna Creek hydraulic
studies over the past several years.
Most of the County’s efforts were directed toward a traditional HEC-1 and HEC-2 analysis.
Then, to gain the advantages of unsteady flow analysis, the County went to using HEC-1 to
compute sub-basin runoff hydrographs and UNET to provide unsteady flow analysis. Most
recent analyses use the recently developed SacCalc pre-processor with HEC-1 to compute
hydrographs and a HEC-RAS unsteady flow model to model hydraulics.
Sacramento County has developed a hydraulic model of Laguna Creek using the Corps of
Engineers Hydrologic Engineering Center’s River Analysis System (RAS). This unsteady state
model was used to compute water surface elevations along the creek through the expansion
mining area. The runoff hydrographs computed with the SacPre/HEC-1 hydrologic model were
saved as DSS files that were brought back into the RAS model. The RAS model uses these
stored runoff hydrographs and Laguna Creek channel geometry to compute a water surface
profile, channel flow depths and flow velocities. The water surface elevations are used to plot the
floodplain boundaries for each flow. For this study, WYA used the RAS model developed by the
County and added cross sections to better define the creek through the Sacramento Aggregates
site and the expansion study area.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
The Laguna Creek channel through the expansion study area averages about 20 to 40 feet wide
and 4 to 6.5 feet deep. Cattle walking in the creek channel have caused the sides to slough and
through their continued action have caused both blockages and side slope failures in the creek.
The Laguna Creek channel is almost triangular in shape with a minimum of less than one foot to
2 foot bottom width and depths ranging from 4 to 6.5 feet. Side slopes average 2.5 to 1 and vary
between 2:1 and 2.9:1. There is an adverse bottom slope along most of the creek length keeping
the bottom wet during much of the year. The creek overspills its banks at discharges of 200 to
300 cfs. The floodplain is broad and shallow along both sides of the creek.
The minimal channel capacity through the study area results in overbank flow at relatively small
storm events. Even a 10-year runoff spreads over most of the project site. Flooding is shallow
with depths averaging one foot deep during a 100-year event with some depths in the low `lying
southern areas of the project site increasing to over three feet. The pre-project 100-year
floodplain is shown on Figure 10 and includes most of the expansion site.
Water surface profiles were computed through the project site using the HEC-RAS model. A
100-year profile is shown in Figure 11. Computed elevations are shown in Table 4. Model output
is included in Appendix A.
On-site flow is characterized by swales that collect runoff and flow generally northeast to
southwest to low areas near the southern property boundary and to Laguna Creek. Swales are
relatively small and there are broad expanses of overland flow. No off-site drainage flows enter
the project site. Flow from the outside west slope of the Folsom South Canal is collected in a
ditch along the toe and carried south. Runoff from a 650 acre property east of the Folsom South
Canal flows through the property to the south of the project site near the property line separating
the two parcels. This tributary flow is substantial with a peak of 490 cfs during a 100-year runoff
and appears to occasionally flood and spill over the south property line of the project site. This
flood spill collects in the low wetland area in the southern part of the project site along with the
project area on-site runoff described above. This area was shown in Figure 6.
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Table 4. Laguna Creek Water Surface Elevations—100–year Runoff
Existing Conditions
Laguna Creek
Mile Pointa

Water Surface
Elevations — 100–year

60773 DS Florin Road Bridge

110.7

60403

110.2

59603

109.1

59584

109.1

58803

108.1

58184

107.5

57919 South Property Line

107.0

(a) Sacramento County Model Mile Points.

Hydraulic analyses were also conducted for each phase of the mining operation and proposed
mitigation measures. These analyses are discussed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5. HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS OF
PROPOSED PROJECT
Conduct of a successful mining operation adjacent to Laguna Creek within the Laguna Creek
floodplain will require some protection of the mining operation from flooding and a long term
restoration plan for the creek corridor after mining is completed.
The floodplain shown on Figure 10 is the existing 100-year floodplain. The depth across the
floodplain during a 100-year event varies from one to three feet. The creek channel overtops its
banks even during more frequent (less than 10 year) runoff events. A similar situation exists
along the south property line where the flooded land south of the project site spills onto the
project site during large storm events. This shallow flooding by itself may not be a significant
constraint to mining but even a few inches of overbank flow falling into the excavated pit can
quickly cause erosion that would travel back toward the creek causing significant damage to the
creek bank and the creek itself. The erosion can create head cuts that may enter the creek and
work their way upstream within the creek channel and cause damage within the creek channel
and possibly upstream at the Florin Road bridge.
MITIGATION DURING MINING
Alternative measures to reduce flooding of the project site during mining were identified and
analyzed to determine their effectiveness. Initially, alternative mitigation measures were
identified within the project site. All resulted in time periods, sometimes up to a year or two
years, when adjacent lands were vulnerable to flooding. The most promising mitigation included
a lateral weir and detention basin constructed in the first phase mining area that could be
expanded in volume as mining moved into Phases 2 and 3. Because the berm was to be
constructed prior to excavation of the basin, there would be a time of one to two years when
flooding would not be entirely mitigated and land west of the creek would be subject to increased
flooding. Other mitigation measures were sought that could be in place before mining begins and
would not have a period with no protection of adjacent land during construction. The most
effective alternative was selected as the preferred alternative mitigation.
Under the mitigation preferred alternative, the project will be separated from Laguna Creek
during mining by a temporary berm constructed along the western edge of the proposed project
site (see Proposed Mine Plan Figure 4). The berm, two (2) feet higher than the computed
100-year water surface profile, will extend along the entire creek from Florin Road to the
southern boundary of the project site. The berm would be a temporary structure to protect the
mining site during the mining period. No special construction would be undertaken since if the
berm is overtopped, Triangle could rapidly complete repairs. Before mining begins on the third
phase, a second berm will be constructed along the western portion of the south property line to
prevent overflow from the property south of the project site.
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Analysis showed an expansion of the floodplain onto land west of the creek caused by
confinement of flow by the berm and the loss of floodplain storage. A floodplain boundary that
is 200 to 500 feet west of the creek under existing conditions would be extended to several
hundred feet with construction of the temporary, protective berm on the east side, Figure 12.
To prevent the expansion of the floodplain onto adjacent land, during mining, a temporary
detention basin to be created north of Florin Road in mining area IX will be used for storage that
would reduce peak flows through the project site, Figure 13. A side channel weir structure
constructed on the right bank downstream of the Folsom South Canal crossing would divert,
approximately 200 acre feet and a peak diversion flow of about 1,030 cfs into the basin during a
100-year event. The detention basin is designed to provide 1,000 acre feet of storage. There are
several combinations of weir crest length and elevation that will have similar positive impacts in
the mining expansion area. The preferred plan would have a weir crest elevation of 111.0 feet
with a length of 200 feet. Table 5 shows comparative water surface elevations as calculated using
the HEC-RAS model.
Diverting flows that currently flood the project site to the temporary detention basin, which would be
created north of Florin Road, would reduce the peak 100-year flow in Laguna Creek through the
study area during mining to 650 cfs. This flow results in the same floodplain as experienced under
pre-project conditions, and there should be no flood impacts to adjoining properties during mining.
POST-MINING MITIGATION
Expansion and restoration of the Laguna Creek corridor will proceed following the plans
prepared by LSA with the completion of the Phase 1 mining excavation. The restoration plan
concept was shown in Figure 6 and was modeled using the RAS model previously developed by
the County and WYA. The system of terraces proposed between bank and channel invert provide
a channel with a varying flow area. The terraces and marsh lands along the creek will provide an
increased flow area than exists now. Hydraulic grade lines will be maintained similar to present
conditions so as not to negatively impact the creek downstream or upstream and assure that
water levels are maintained in the Laguna Creek corridor upstream of Florin Road.
A permanent two (2) foot-high berm, two (2) feet higher than the computed 100-year water
surface profile, will be constructed along the east edge of the reclaimed setback and along the
western portion of the south property line, Figure 5. The berms will be constructed of overburden
compacted to 90%. Upon completion of excavation and the final sloping and reclamation of the
project site, a side channel weir structure will be constructed just south of where the creek turns
90 degrees to the south. The berm shall be riprapped for approximately 100 feet upstream and
downstream of the side channel weir structure. During a projected 100-year event, the weir
would divert a peak flow of about 1,030 cfs and approximately 700 acre feet into the reclaimed
project site which will have an estimated detention storage capacity of over 3,900 acre feet. The
weir length would be 200 feet with a crest elevation of 107.8 feet.
Velocity distributions and changes in velocities with the permanent flood control berm and
changing flow widths created by the expansion of the creek corridor are shown in Table 6. These
are preliminary and can be used to evaluate and complete designs and will be modified to match
the restoration plan design as it is finalized.
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With the proposed post-mining mitigation, the peak 100-year flow in the Laguna Creek through
the study area would be reduced to 650 cfs, a flow that results in a floodplain similar as
experienced under pre-project conditions and there should be no flood impact to adjoining
properties following reclamation. At station 58803, can increase in water surface elevation of 0.1 foot is
shown. Final design of the creek corridor plan will be modified to result in no increase.

Table 5. Mining Expansion – South of Florin Road
100-Year Water Surface Elevations under Pre-mining Conditions and with
North Weir Mitigation

Station

Pre-Mining Conditions

With North Weir
Mitigation

60803

110.6

109.8

60773

110.7

109.8

60584

110.5

109.6

60403

110.2

109.5

60003

109.6

109.3

59603

109.1

109.1

59584

109.1

109.1

59203

108.8

108.8

58803

108.1

108.1

58584

107.9

107.9

58184

107.5

107.1

57919

107.0

106.4

Notes:
(1) Conceptual design only, field surveys needed for final design.
(2) Stationing is along Laguna Creek from Florin Road south to the mining expansion area
boundary.
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Table 6. Mining Expansion – South of Florin Road
100-Year Water Surface Elevations with Creek Corridor Expansion and Permanent Flood
Control Berms
Reconstruction Plan
Water Surface Elevation, ft
Station

Pre Mining

Reconstruction Plan

Velocity (ft/sec.)

60803

110.6

109.6

2.6

60773

110.7

109.6

1.0

60584

110.5

109.6

0.6

60403

110.2

109.6

1.0

Lat Weir

—

—

—

60003

109.6

109.3

59603

109.1

—

0.30

59584

109.1

109.1

1.4

59203

108.8

108.8

0.3

58803

108.1

108.2

3.8

58584

107.9

107.5

1.2

58184

107.5

107.2

3.0

57919

107.0

106.4

2.6

Notes:
(1) Conceptual design only, field surveys needed for final design.
(2) Stationing is along Laguna Creek from Florin Road south to the mining expansion area boundary.

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS
The drainage analysis for the mining expansion area was directed toward areas identified as
having potential impact on the creek, on drainage within the study area and off-site impacts
either upstream or downstream. The analysis addressed:
1. Potential impacts on the physical Laguna Creek.
2. Potential impacts on the Laguna Creek floodplain including loss of storage.
3. Potential impacts due to the mining operation proximity to the creek.
4. Potential impacts on the project site drainage and runoff to the creek.
5. Potential impacts to the Florin Road Laguna Creek bridge.
6. Potential impacts from post-mining conditions
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POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO LAGUNA CREEK
Within the mining expansion area, the mining excavation will be east of the creek. The plan is to
maintain the edge of excavation 50 feet from the creek. No direct encroachment into the creek is
planned. There will be no need for mitigation work affecting the creek upstream or downstream
of the site.
POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO THE LAGUNA CREEK FLOODPLAIN
Most of the project site lies within the Laguna Creek floodplain. With construction of the
temporary berm during mining, the natural floodplain on the project site will be lost. The
proposed temporary detention basin north of Florin Road in Phase IX will mitigate for the loss of
natural floodplain storage.
POTENTIAL IMPACTS DURING MINING IN PROXIMITY TO THE CREEK
During a 100-year storm runoff, the total flow in Laguna Creek passing under Florin Road would
be about 1,800 cfs. The hydraulic analysis shows that without mitigation about 500 cfs or
250 acre feet would likely flow into the excavation during a 100-year event. Overbank flow
begins at about 100 cfs. Without mitigation a storm event with a frequency of 5-year or greater
will cause some flooding in the mining excavation. The proposed temporary berms along the east
side of the creek and along the western portion of the south property line and the proposed
temporary detention basin north of Florin Road in Phase IX will mitigate for these potential
impacts by diverting the potential project site overbank flow to the temporary detention basin
north of Florin Road.
POTENTIAL IMPACTS ON PROJECT SITE DRAINAGE
Local drainage within the mining operation will be collected in the excavation and will not be
released to the creek. If necessary, stormwater collected on the project site will be pumped to the
existing settling ponds north of Florin Road via the conveyor tunnel under Florin Road. Sloping
the bottom of the excavation during reclamation to the southwest for drainage will retain all
stormwater from direct rainfall on-site and result in the development of seasonal marsh in the
southwest corner of the project site. Outside of the project site other land will drain to the creek
as it does at present.
POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO THE FLORIN ROAD LAGUNA CREEK BRIDGE
The hydraulic analysis shows that flow rates, flow velocities and potential scour velocities are
essentially the same as the existing situation, and with the proposed mitigation, the proposed
activities during mining and following reclamation would not have a significant creek impact on
the existing Florin Road bridge. Channel velocities at the bridge for typical small storms up to a
mean annual runoff are less than one foot per second. With a 100-year runoff, the velocity at the
bridge will increase to 5 feet per second with a head loss across the bridge of 0.8 feet.
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POTENTIAL IMPACTS FROM POST MINING CONDITIONS
After the site has been mined, the reclamation of the site will be performed. The reclamation plan
includes construction of the permanent berms along the east side of the creek and along the
western portion of the south property line, construction of the side channel weir structure to
divert overbank flow into the reclaimed project site, and the completion of Laguna Creek
restoration plan. This planning level analyses clearly shows that the creek corridor concept will
meet all objectives. The final design and a re-analyses of the resulting water surface elevations
will reduce all elevations to existing conditions or lower. There also will be no impact on the
creek or structures upstream or downstream of the project site.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS
The flood and drainage analysis was prepared to address County standards, criteria and policies
and to provide both protection and mitigation as needed for a successful project. Conclusions
that resulted from the drainage analysis include:
1. All mining and construction activities should avoid contact with Laguna Creek.
Protection of the creek corridor should be paramount.
2. Overbank flow to the project site is estimated to begin at about 100 cfs on pages 5-7
or less than a 5-year frequency event.
3. The recommended treatment of the Laguna Creek corridor is to construct a temporary
berm along the east bank to protect the mining excavation from overbank flows. The
primary purpose of this berm is to protect against erosion of the mining excavation
slope and the formation of head cuts that could migrate upstream and damage the
creek channel and adjacent structures. The top of the berm shall be elevation
112.5 feet at Florin Road tapering to 109 feet at the south property line.
4. It will be necessary to construct a berm along the south property boundary to stop
offsite runoff from large storm events from entering the mining expansion site from
the south. The berm shall be constructed to an elevation of 108 feet.
5. During the mining period, there is a potential loss of 250 acre feet of floodplain
storage during a 100-year event. The proposed temporary detention basin in existing
the Phase IX area north of Florin Road would mitigate this loss of storage.
6. The proposed mining expansion will have no impact on the Laguna Creek bridge at
Florin Road. The project will completely avoid the creek and the hydraulic analysis
shows that flow velocities are similar to pre-project conditions and are well within the
acceptable limits for protection from bridge scour.
7. Implementation of the proposed reclamation plan, diversion of overbank flows into
the reclaimed site and restoration of the Laguna Creek corridor is expected to result in
creek levels that are equal to or lower than existing conditions with no impact on the
creek or structures upstream or downstream of the project site.
8. Sloping the bottom of the excavation during reclamation to the southwest will retain
all stormwater from direct rainfall on-site, provide adequate on-site treatment of
stormwater, will not downgrade downstream water quality, and will result in the
development of seasonal marsh in the southwest corner of the project site.
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APPENDIX A

APPENDED HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS, HEC-RAS RESULTS
As reported in the main report, the hydraulic analyses were conducted using the Corps of
Engineers HEC-RAS River Analysis System. Model output for the existing conditions, proposed
project and proposed restoration plan are included in this appendix. During design of the
proposed facilities, the models will be updated to represent the dimensions, berms and weir
details of the final adopted plan.
Figure A-1 on the following page is a site plan with the Laguna Creek stationing used in the
RAS modeling.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
The hydraulic analysis of existing condition in the expansion study area were included in
Chapter 4 and in Table 4 of the main report. HEC-RAS output, profile summary table and Laguna
Creek cross sections are shown on the following pages.

PROPOSED PROJECT
The hydraulic analysis of proposed project conditions in the expansion study area were included
in Chapter 5 and in Table 5 of the main report. HEC-RAS output, profile summary table and
Laguna Creek cross sections are shown on the following pages.

RESTORATION PLAN
Results of the hydraulic analysis of the proposed restoration plan was reported in Chapter 5. The
profile summary table and the hydraulic cross sections are included in the following pages. The
results show that with the permanent detention storage that reduces the peak creek discharge to
under 1,000 cfs, there will be no problems with flow velocities or flood flows. This analysis will
be modified as part of the final design process for the restoration plan implementation.

